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In this work, we presents an interactive image segmentation algorithm based on the extraction of isocontours at
specified points from an intrinsic image representation that is obtained by our image decomposition algorithm.
Our image decomposition is designed to remove undesirable bias field and noise from a variety of medical
images in a variational framework and our segmentation is developed using isocontours obtained by a marching
cube algorithm via interactive selection of initial points of the contours on the intrinsic image where the effect
of undesirable bias field and noise are reduced. The experimental results demonstrate the robustness and
effectiveness of our algorithm in the delineation of left ventricles in cardiac MRI images, and show a potential
as the basis for an image annotation tool in the diagnosis or treatment procedure based on medical images.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation plays a significant role in understanding
medical images. This critical task involves partitioning an image
domain into sub-domains based on a statistical homogeneity criterion. In particular, anatomical or functional analysis of organs
or structures plays an important role in the diagnosis of diseases.
However, it is considered as a difficult problem due to undesirable noises and biased illumination artifacts which are generally
involved in the image formation process for a variety of imaging
modalities such as MRI. Thus, image segmentation still remains
as a challenging problem even though there have been a large
number of algorithms to tackle this problem. Image segmentation is generally performed based on the homogeneity of intensities for region-based approaches or the strength of the edgeness
for edge-based approaches. In often cases the assumption that is
associated with the segmentation algorithm is violated due to the
introduction of undesirable noises or uneven illuminations. This
indicates that the image representation is tightly related to the
performance of the segmentation algorithm. This observation is
also true for the analysis of medical imagery. Among a variety of
applications in medical imaging, the functional and anatomical
analysis of heart in cardiac MRI is considered as one of the most
significant tasks. The analysis procedure may include the computation of heart volume, wall thickness, blood flows, and the cardiac motion. There properties are considered as significant in the
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diagnosis of heart disease that may causes syncope and sudden
cardiac death.1–3 In this work, we propose an interactive segmentation algorithm developed in a structural approach that implicitly
combines the advantages of both local and global features. The
topological and geometrical properties of image structures are
analyzed by the extraction of isocontours that characterize salient
regions. The saliency is measured in terms of the connectivity
of the neighboring pixels and the size of the connected component that is confined by the isocontour. The structural analysis
is performed on the intrinsic form of images which is obtained
by our image decomposition procedure discarding bias fields and
noises. We introduce an image model assuming that the observation consists of the addition of the intrinsic component and undesirable noise and bias field. The image decomposition algorithm
is developed based on Total Variation technique4 to decompose
the observation into its intrinsic component and other undesirable nuisance components in a variational framework. A simple
marching cube algorithm5 is applied to define the boundary of
left ventricle based on the obtained intrinsic representation from
a manually selected point in an interactive way. The performance
of the algorithm is quantitatively evaluated in the problem of left
ventricle segmentation in cardiac MRI.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
There have been a large number of cardiac region segmentation algorithms that can be categorized into boundary-based
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Fig. 1. An example of cardiac MRI image I!x" and its decomposition into
the intrinsic image u!x", bias field b!x", and noise n!x".

or region-based approach in a discrete or continuous setting.6
Boundary driven approaches include active contour and geodesic
active contour.3! 7–9 Active contour models have been used to
estimate the boundary of endocardium, myocardium, and epicardium in the level set framework.10 Even though the numerical
efficiency of the level set method, the active contour techniques
requires user-specified initialization and often shape priors to
overcome the subtle image features.11! 12 There has been an
approach for an automatic segmentation for the left ventricle
based on a deformable model,13 however the algorithm suffers
from noise and heterogeneity of the cardiac MRI image. Boundary driven left ventricle segmentation algorithms use an energy
functional that consists of strength of edgeness and regularization
to find structure of left ventricle with distinctive edges. However, these methods are known to be sensitive to noise.14! 15 The
computation of the image gradient involves derivative operations
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that magnify undesirable noises. A region-based approach has
been introduced to overcome the sensitivity with respect to noise
based on Mumford-Shah functional that consists of data fitting
term and regularization term.16–18 However, these algorithms are
computationally expensive. As a simple algorithm in a discrete
setting, Watershed algorithm has been introduced to detect bloblike regions.19–21 The algorithm has been applied to separate
left ventricle from surrounding organs in MRI.22 As an alternative approach, clustering techniques are introduced to yield
partitions of image domain, which is performed based on the
similarity of intensity properties. Clustering algorithm can split
the left ventricle and the other structures in the cardiac region
automatically.23! 24 But these methods need to specify the region
of interest to exclude undesired objects while clustering is performed. A graph-cut based approach is also considered as one of
the most popular algorithms in image segmentation.25 A graph
cut algorithm with manually selected seed points is developed
using a global optimization scheme.26 In cardiac region, seed
points can be placed automatically using some prior information such as constraints of smoothness.27! 28 However, these
approaches have to change constraints when the condition of
image acquisition changes. It is also known that these methods are sensitive to image quality due to its dependency on the
intensity values. It is often required to introduce prior knowledge for segmenting regions whose shapes are known by training phases. Active Appearance Model (AAM) or Active Shape
Model (ASM) are well known models for segmentation incorporating appearance or shape priors.29–33 In the detection of left
ventricle in cardiac data, a shape information has been used as a
prior knowledge.30! 34–36

3. METHODS
3.1. Image Model
We propose an image model to use in following image decomposition process. Let I " # ⊂ !2 → ! be an image where # is the
image domain. An observed image I$x% is assumed to consist of
the desired true image u$x%, the global bias field b$x%, and the
noise &$x% with the additive relations as follows:
I = u+b+&

(1)

Fig. 2. Visual illustration of the image decomposition result on an example cardiac MRI image with artificial noise and bias field. [Top row] (first) image with
noise and bias field, (second) original image, (third) noise, (fourth) bias field. [Bottom row] (second) obtained intrinsic image, (third) estimated noise, (fourth)
estimated bias field.
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where u " # → ! is a real-valued function, b " # → ! is a realvalued function, and &$x% ∼ " $0! ' 2 % is a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance ' 2 . The proposed image model is
designed to cope with undesirable bias fields that may occur in
particular during the imaging procedure of magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). The bias field is a slowly varying low-frequency
signal which distorts MRI images, and thus leads to degrade
the performance of the image segmentation.37 As an additional
degrading factor, insignificant intensity perturbations are considered as the noise that causes the segmenting boundary to be
jagged.38 An example of our image decomposition is shown in
Figure 1. Given an observed image I$x%, the intrinsic image component u$x% after removing the bias field b$x% and the noise &$x%
is desired as a basis where a segmentation procedure is applied.

RESEARCH ARTICLE
Our image segmentation scheme is based on the isocontour that
connects a point set of the same intensity level, and thus the
intrinsic image component is preferable to the original image
since the intensity of a region in the intrinsic image is directly
related to its physical properties which characterize the region
boundary. Therefore, the image decomposition is performed as
a pre-processing step for segmentation and its computation is
discussed in the following section.
3.2. Image Decomposition
The computation of the intrinsic image component from an
observed image can be performed in an inverse problem framework using a variational approach. The inverse problem considered in this image decomposition aims to find u from I in Eq. (1)

Fig. 3. Visual illustration of the image decomposition results obtained from the images with different levels of noise. [First column] shows the images with
artificial Gaussian noise. [Second column] shows the noise component. [Third column] shows the bias field. [Fourth column] shows the intrinsic images.
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in which inferring u from measured I is ill-posed. Therefore, it is
required to impose constraints on the unknowns in order to make
the problem well-defined. We formulate the image decomposition
problem in a probabilistic setting using the Bayesian approach.
The optimal intrinsic component u and the bias illumination field
b are obtained by maximizing the posterior probability P $u! b % I%
given an observed image I. The posterior probability P $u! b % I%
can be expressed in terms of the likelihood P $I % u! b% and the
prior P $u! b% using Bayes’ theorem with the assumption of the
statistical independence of u and b as follows:
P $u! b % I% =

P $I % u! b%P $u! b%
!
P $I%

P $u! b % I% ∝ P $I % u! b%P $u%P $b%

(2)

where P $I % u! b% measures how likely the image I is given the
knowledge of the states on u and b, and the probabilities P $u%
and P $b% encodes the knowledge about the possible states of u
and b, respectively. Given the proposed image model in Eq. (1),
we derive the likelihood probability based on the Gaussian noise
assumption as follows:
!
#
1 "
2
P $I % u! b% ∝ exp −
$I$x%
−
u$x%
−
b$x%%
dx
(3)
2'1 2 #
where '1 denotes the standard deviation of the noise. In the modelling of the prior probability P $u%, we assume that the gradient
of the desired intrinsic image component follows a Laplace distribution leading to the following total variation expression:
!
#
1 "
P $u% ∝ exp −
%(u$x%% dx
(4)
2'2 #

Fig. 4. Visual illustration of the image decomposition results obtained from the images with different levels of bias field. [First column] shows the images with
artificial uneven bias fields. [Second column] shows the noise component. [Third column] shows the bias field. [Fourth column] shows the intrinsic images.
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where '2 is related to the intensity variation within the intrinsic
image component u. The total variation regularization is known
to be effective in discarding insignificant oscillations while preserving geometric features such as edges or corners.39 The total
variation regularization with respect to the intrinsic image allows
our segmentation scheme to implicitly impose the length regularity due to the co-area formula stating that the total variation of
a function equals the integral over the length of the boundaries
of all its level sets.40 Our segmentation procedure builds on the
isocontour algorithm that draws a simply connected closed curve
at locations of same intensity from the intrinsic image and the
regularity on the isocontours at every level is implicitly imposed
by the total variation regularization. The prior probability on the
bias field P $b% is given based on the observation that the bias
field forms a smoothly varying intensity field, which can be modelled by a smooth function that tends to have low values for its
derivatives. We assume that the partial derivative of the bias field
at each point is statistically independent and follows a Gaussian
distribution:
#
!
1 "
2
%(b$x%%
dx
(5)
P $b% ∝ exp −
2'3 2 #

where '3 denotes the standard deviation related to the allowable smoothness within the bias field. The probability P $b% is
designed to penalize abrupt changes of the spatial illumination.
Given that the likelihood and prior probabilities are defined, we
compute the optimal intrinsic image component u∗ and the bias
field b ∗ by the maximum a-posteriori (MAP) estimation method
as follows:
$u∗ !b ∗ % = argmax p$u!b % I% = argmax P $I % u!b%P $u%P $b%
$u! b%

(6)

$u! b%

We now define the energy functional E$u! b ) I% with respect to
u and b given I by taking negative log as follows:
E$u! b) I% = − log$P $I % u! b%% − log$P $u%% − log$P $b%%
"
= $I$x% − u$x% − b$x%%2 dx
#

+*

"

#

%(u$x%% dx + +

"

#

%(b$x%%2 dx

(7)

where *! + ∈ ! are the control parameters for the regularization on the intrinsic image and the bias field, respectively. The
MAP estimation procedure leads to a minimization problem of

Fig. 5. The segmentation results for the left ventricle obtained from the original images that include artificial noises and bias fields with different levels. The
degree of noise is increased from top to bottom and the degree of bias field is increased from left to right. The segmentation results are shown in yellow color
and the ground truth is shown in red color.
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the energy functional defined in Eq. (7) that can be grouped into
two energy components E1 and E2 for unknown u and b, respectively as follows:
E1 $u) I! b% =
E2 $b) I! u% =

"

"

#

#

$I$x% − u$x% − b$x%%2 dx + *

$I$x% − u$x% − b$x%%2 dx + +

"

"

#

#

%(u$x%% dx (8)

%(b$x%%2 dx (9)

The energy minimization is performed by solving the associated Euler-Lagrange equations given by:
#
!
(u$x%
+ 2 $I$x% − u$x% − b$x%%
(10)
0 = *div
%(u$x%%
0 = +,b$x% + $I$x% − u$x% − b$x%%

(11)

where the Neumann boundary condition is applied on -#. An
efficient ROF numerical scheme39 is used for solving Eq. (10)
and a fast conjugate gradient scheme is used for solving Eq. (11).
Figure 2 shows the result of decomposition algorithm of the original MR images.

3.3. Interactive Segmentation
We propose an interactive image segmentation procedure that
is performed based on the extraction of isocontour at a given
point provided with a user interaction. A segmentation result is
obtained by a sub-domain D ⊂ # confined by an isocontour that
delineates the region boundary -D. The isocontour Cp at point
p ∈ # on image u is defined by a simply connected closed curve
of a constant intensity as follows:
Cp = .x % u$x% = u$p%! x ∼ p/

(12)

where x ∼ p indicates that x is connected to p along the curve Cp .
For the extraction of isocontours, a modified marching cube
algorithm5 that propagates the curve from a specified point is
used. The curve represents iso-value in the image by applying
bilinear interpolation. The marching cube algorithm is aimed
to trace contours at a certain constant intensity. The algorithm
proceeds to examine the connectivity of the contour based on
8-neighborhood and extract contour segment using 16 possible
segment configurations. A conventional marching cube algorithm
requires a threshold value that is applied to global image domain,

Fig. 6. The segmentation results for the left ventricle obtained from our intrinsic images that are computed from the images shown in Figure 5. The degree
of noise is increased from top to bottom and the degree of bias field is increased from left to right. The segmentation results are shown in yellow color and
the ground truth is shown in red color.
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The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by the
segmentation of left ventricle in the MICCAI cardiac MRI dataset
from which we choose cases with 64 largest left ventricle areas.
In order to demonstrate the robustness of our segmentation algorithm for left ventricle in cardiac MRI images under undesirable bias field and noise, we build two datasets that are obtained
by adding Gaussian noises and artificial linearly varying bias
fields with different degrees. The dataset with artificial noises are
generated by adding Gaussian noise with the standard deviation
0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 to the original images and the example
images with varying degrees of noise are presented on the first
column in Figure 3 where the first image is an original one.
The dataset with artificial bias fields are generated by adding the
normalized linear gradation function ranged from 0 to 1 with
multiplicative degree factors 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 to the example images with varying degrees of bias fields are presented on
the first column in Figure 4 where the first image is an original one. In Figures 3 and 4, the image decomposition results
are presented on the second column for the noise component,
the third column for the bias field component, and the fourth
column for the intrinsic image component. The visual illustration of the image decomposition results indicate that noises and
bias fields at different levels are effectively segregated from the
input images. The obtained intrinsic components are shown to be
robust to represent the anatomical property of the organs. And the
intrinsic representation based on the intrinsic component obtained
by the image decomposition procedure, the segmentation of left
ventricle is performed using an interactive isocontour algorithm
with the manual selection of initial point. The selection of initial
point in the extraction of isocontour is optimized with respect to
the accuracy measured by the harmonic mean of precision and
recall, which is called F -measure. In Figure 5, the segmentation
results are obtained from the images with both noises and uneven
bias fields at different levels demonstrating that the segmentation accuracy is highly degraded by noises and bias fields. The
robustness of our segmentation algorithm with respect to noise
and bias field is demonstrated in Figure 6 where the boundary
of left ventricle is accurately obtained. As shown in the results,
the accuracy of the left ventricle segmentation obtained from the
images with noise or bias field is severely degraded as the degree

1
0.95
0.9

F-measure

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

of noise or bias field increases. On the other hand, the accuracy of the left ventricle segmentation obtained from the intrinsic
images is precise despite largely corrupted image quality. The
ground truth for the boundary of left ventricle is obtained by
experienced cardiologists following the convention that includes
papillary muscles and endocardial trabeculations in the ventricular cavity. The double blind annotation is employed to achieve
better accuracy in defining the boundary of regions of interest.
In Figures 5 and 6, the ground truth is presented in red curves
for the quantitative evaluation of our segmentation results.
For the quantitative evaluation of the performance of our proposed algorithm, the accuracy measured by F -measure in the
determination of the left ventricle boundary on the images with
noise or bias field at different levels is presented in Figure 7
where the segmentation accuracy obtained from our intrinsic
images outperforms the segmentation accuracy obtained from
the original images. As the degree of noise or bias increases,
the F -measure of original image which has noise and bias field
decrease substantially. However, the F -measure of decomposed
image with our proposed algorithm fairly maintains highly its
value while increasing degree of noise and bias. As an additional measure for the quantitative evaluation, we present Dice
measure that is computed by the area ratio of the union and the
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however our modified marching cube algorithm takes an initial
point where the extraction of contour segment begins. In the procedure of the contour extraction, the algorithm interpolates exact
points on the line connecting two neighboring points and moves
to draw next contour segment. The algorithm sequentially draws
line segments finding intensity values which are the same as the
intensity value of the initial point. The terminal condition of the
algorithm is that the current point is the same as the initial point
forming a Jordan curve that refers to a simply closed curve. Our
segmentation procedure builds on the fact that the intensity in
medical imageries is derived from the relation between the physical properties of parts and their responses to the imaging source,
which implies that the intensity of an image region corresponding to the same physical density is likely to be homogeneous.41
However, this homogeneity assumption does not hold in the presence of bias fields, thus we apply the isocontour algorithm on
the intrinsic representation obtained by our image decomposition
scheme.
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Fig. 7. Evaluation of the segmentation results obtained by optimal isocontours for the left ventricle from the original cardiac MRI and our intrinsic
image with varying degrees of noise and bias field.
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Table I. Quantitative evaluation of the segmentation results for the
detection of left ventricle based on Dice measure from the cardiac
images with varying degree of noise.
Noise degree

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

Original image 0#869 ± 0#129 0#794 ± 0#178 0#694 ± 0#211 0#478 ± 0#197
Intrinsic image 0#937 ± 0#031 0#928 ± 0#036 0#894 ± 0#079 0#800 ± 0#183

Table II. Quantitative evaluation of the segmentation results for the
detection of left ventricle based on Dice measure from the cardiac
images with varying degree of bias field.
Bias degree

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

Original image 0#934 ± 0#035 0#942 ± 0#027 0#935 ± 0#031 0#773 ± 0#144
Intrinsic image 0#942 ± 0#025 0#942 ± 0#026 0#943 ± 0#027 0#942 ± 0#028

intersection between the ground truth and the segmented region.
The quantitative evaluations based on Dice measure are presented
in Tables I and II for the segmentation accuracy of left ventricle
from images with varying noise levels and with varying degrees
of artificial bias fields.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have proposed an interactive segmentation algorithm for
the left ventricle in cardiac MRI images using the isocontour
algorithm from a specified point on the intrinsic representation
obtained by our decomposition algorithm. Though there are some
noise and bias field, our decomposition algorithm divide intrinsic
image, noise, and bias field well. The intrinsic image performs
better than contaminated image that has noise and bias field in
the real clinical cases though we were using simple interactive
segmentation algorithm. It has been reported that the Rician distribution is more realistic model for noise in MRI data, but we
have assumed an additive Gaussian noise in our image model
for computation simplicity. We have empirically demonstrated
the robustness and effectiveness of our intrinsic representation
derived from our simple image model in the delineation of the
boundary of left ventricle from real cardiac MRI data. It has
been shown that our intrinsic representation is effective in the
delineation of regions of interest in cardiac MRI by a simple isocontour algorithm, and our algorithm is of great potential as the
basis for an efficient and effective image annotation tool.
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